Thule Rapid System 757

Instructions
### Thule Rapid System 757 Instructions

#### Security

- Ensure all connections are tight and secure.
- Check all hardware is in place and tightened properly.

#### Instructions

1. **Prepare Your Vehicle**
   - Ensure your vehicle is clean and dry.
   - Check vehicle roof compatibility with Thule Rapid System.

2. **Mounting Bars**
   - Choose mounting bars based on vehicle roof type.
   - Secure bars using roof anchors.

3. **Attach Carries**
   - Select carries based on vehicle roof dimensions.
   - Attach carries securely to bars using provided fasteners.

4. **Load Carries**
   - Load carries with appropriate load weight limitations.
   - Ensure items are secured tightly.

5. **Secure Carries**
   - Use provided security mechanisms to prevent theft.

6. **Test**
   - Test system for stability while driving.
   - Adjust as necessary for optimal performance.

### Compatibility

- **WingBar**: x2
- **SlideBar**: x2
- **ProBar**: x2
- **AeroBar**: x2
- **SquareBar**: x2

### Load Weight

- **Max. 100 kg**

### Dimensions

- **17 mm**: x2
- **23 mm**: x2
- **17 mm**: x2
- **6 kg**: x1

---

**Note:** Always follow manufacturer’s guidelines for installation and use.
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